
Financial Report for the financial Year July 2020 to 30th June 30, 2021
Well again, we have had an interesting financial year bouncing in and out of lockdowns.Organising and cancelling events has forced us to moderate what we have been doing but had enabled us tocomplete and finalise reporting on most of the existing grants and funding we had for the previous year.
Mitta Valley Landcare Group started the year with our new Facilitator in place. Simon has been very proactivelooking at new projects brought to him and with the release of more funding opportunities, we have been able toapply for funds to make some projects a reality, in our own right or with the help of M2M Inc.
The Group has applied for and we were successful in attaining a Federal Small Farms Grant of $63,500 for a DungBeetle Project, in late 2020. It is running over 2 year to cover our group and the other five Landcare regional groups.We were also successful in obtaining funding for a small Soils Project, $7500 that has just got underway and will leadinto an extensive federal Healthy Soils program that has been applied for and will have wide ranging benefits for agreat number of our members, hopefully you will take the opportunity to be involved if we are successful. Weshould be notified in the next month if we are successful with this education program.
M2M Inc has been successful in a Healthy Rivers Grant that will fund member projects in our area and we have alsoapplied for further project funding, in the second round of these Heathy River Grants to be announced shortlyIf we receive these two grants, we are awaiting to hear about it may necessitate the group to register for GST as wewould exceed the threshold requirements.
Another funding opportunity for us, has been the annual Victorian Landcare Grant. We were successful with thisone also although it was scaled down by 38% from the initial amount requested. This Grant still allows us to be ableto fund most of the Chemical Users courses (run in September) and 3 small projects abet scaled down for 3members. The funds for this will be hitting our bank account anytime now I’m told so we should be notifying thosemembers involved shortly.
Another major milestone, we have achieved, in the last financial year was discussing, and completing theincorporation process. This will enable the group to apply for a greater range of funding without having to beauspiced by any external organisations, as most grants now require incorporation as a prerequisite along withgreater governance and rigorous reporting.
During the next 12 months, we hope to continue to support members with funding opportunities for other projectsso anyone with ideas they think we can assist them with should make us aware of them so we can take them intoaccount as new funding arises.
I would like to thank especially Simon and Robyn Scales along with the rest of the committee for their support overthe last 12 month.
While our current Bank Balance is $59,941.88 this report needs to focus on the financial year ending June 30, 2021
We started July 2020 with $22,989.99 and completed the year with $82,997.23 after receiving the “Doing it withDung” grant funding. We have now started to acquit that grant.
I have attached the various reports on how the grants were acquitted during the year, and the financial stand of ourgroup on 30 June, 2021 along with the current Assets Register. If anyone has any questions, please contact me.
Could I put forward a motion to look at registering for GST and secondly a motion that these reports be accepted.


